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Abstract
Software visualization (SoftVis) is widely used to facilitate the process of obtaining an in-depth un-
derstanding of complex software systems. SoftVis designers can draw on a wide pool of pre-existing
conceptual metaphors that model the abstract target domain to tangible source domains. As regular
user-centered design methods do not provide guidance on choosing metaphorical mappings, SoftVis
designers choose conceptual metaphors primarily based on their subjective similarity to the underlying
data structure. We want to include image-schematic metaphors in the SoftVis design process to provide
designers with guidance on choosing visualization metaphors that are also in line with the users’ mental
model. This could allow SoftVis designers to make more data-driven design decisions and result in
SoftVis that provides better insights.
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1. Introduction

Maintaining a deep understanding of a software system, like its modular structure or depen-
dencies between components, is crucial for programmer productivity to understand, change,
and repair code [1]. As functionality is added to software systems, developers must spend
more and more time on comprehension activities. Due to the abstract and complex nature of
source code, this can quickly evolve into a mentally demanding and time consuming activity. In
fact, professional developers invest ∼ 58% of their working time on software comprehension
instead of writing source code [2]. SoftVis tools are widely used to facilitate different aspects of
this comprehension process [3], like familiarizing with an unknown software system [4, 5] or
performing reverse engineering and debugging tasks [6, 7].

1.1. Software Visualization Metaphors

Conceptual metaphors that model the abstract target domain to tangible source domains are
commonly used in SoftVis to make aspects of the target domain more understandable. By
choosing source domains from the real world, SoftVis designers want to present the software in
a familiar context [8] that relies on ”the human natural understanding of the physical world” [9].
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SoftVis designers can draw on a wide pool of pre-existing conceptual metaphors (see Fig. 1),
like the City Metaphor [10], the Solar System Metaphor [11], the Island Metaphor [12], or the
Forest Metaphor [13]. While these metaphors use different source domains, most tend to follow
the same hierarchical object-oriented structure (see Fig. 2). For that reason, these metaphors
can be applied to a wide range of object-oriented languages, like Java, C#, or C++.

Figure 1: Examples of SoftVis tools using the island metaphor [14] (left), the solar system metaphor [15]
(center), and the city metaphor [16] (right).

Figure 2: In the simplified structure of object-oriented source code, Namespaces contain Classes that
contain Methods: The sample C# source code (left) with it’s hierarchical structure (right).

User-centered design methods, like contextual design [17], can help SoftVis designers to iden-
tify relevant target domains. However, they do not provide guidance on choosing source domains
for metaphorical mappings. As a result, SoftVis designers choose conceptual metaphors primar-
ily based on their similarity to the underlying data structure. But when multiple metaphorical
mappings fit the data structure, the final decision is generally based on subjective preferences
of the SoftVis designer. Over the last decade, researchers have expressed the need for more
data-driven design methods for specialized visualization metaphors [18, 19, 20].



2. Image-Schematic Metaphors

To facilitate data-driven design decisions, we can use design methods that align the SoftVis to
the software developers’ mental model of the target domain. One of these approaches is based
on image-schematic metaphors (ISM) that are extracted from the users’ subconscious mental
model [21]. Image schemas are abstract representations of basic recurring experiences in the
world that form very early in life [22, 23]. They act as pre-conceptual building blocks that we use
to conceptualize objects and events on a high level of abstraction [23]. As image schemas derive
from ”the human natural understanding of the physical world” — which is something SoftVis
metaphors commonly try to achieve [9] — they seem well suited as a foundation for designing
and evaluating SoftVis metaphors. In addition, image schemas are in line with existing ideas of
deriving visualization metaphors from ”conceptual structures” [18] or ”image-schemas” [19].

The recurrent co-activation of an image schema with a specific target domain results in an
ISM [24]. These co-activations form through subjective experiences in the real world, where the
target domain can be tangible (e.g., MORE is UP, LESS is DOWN) or abstract (e.g., HAPPY is UP,
SAD is DOWN). Due to their ability to describe abstract concepts and events, image schemas
are increasingly being utilized for abstract data comprehension. In computer science, e.g., image
schemas are used to explain blockchain technology [25] or to describe complex events for
artificial intelligence [26]. As image schemas are linked to literal linguistic expressions [22, 27],
ISM can be extracted from the user’s subconscious mental model by analyzing users’ linguistic
expressions [21, 28]. Previous work indicates that user interfaces that are in line with ISM —
which were previously coded from the users’ subconscious mental models — can facilitate the
users’ subconscious application of prior knowledge [21, 28]. This intuitive use then results ”in
an effective and satisfying interaction using a minimum of cognitive resources” [29]. As — to
the best knowledge of the authors — no studies on ISM-based SoftVis exist, further research is
needed to confirm similar positive effects for SoftVis. However, the importance of a SoftVis’
compliance with the user’s mental model for its ability to provide insights is suspected [20].

2.1. Method

Software developers (at different expertise levels) are the core target audience for SoftVis
tools [30]. While other target groups exist, e.g., project managers [31, 32] or students [33], we
focus on software developers that work with an object-oriented programming language. In this
context, we code ISM based on a list of 47 image schemas from the categories BASIC, SPACE,
CONTAINMENT, MULTIPLICITY, PROCESS, FORCE, and ATTRIBUTE described by Hurtienne et
al. [21]. As designers generally do not strive to match technical properties but instead match
the mental model of the user [34], our primary data source are software developer interviews.
However, as software developers work closely with the technical implementation, we explore
programming language documentation as an additional data source.

2.1.1. Software Developer Interviews

To determine the users’ mental model of our target domain, we explore transcribed user
interviews with software developers who perform software comprehension tasks. Following the



coding process by Hurtienne et al. [21], contextual interviews are transcribed and ISM coded
based on a list of image schemas. The identified ISM are then prioritized based on their frequency
across multiple interviews and — for SoftVis designed for multiple object-oriented programming
languages – their consistency across programming languages. Ambiguous ISM might further
be validated by consolidated additional interviews, as described by Huber et al. [28].

To test if we can code ISM with the proposed method, we conducted contextual interviews
with three english-speaking expert-level C# software developers. The interviews lasted ∼ 10
minutes each. The developers performed a software comprehension task where they searched
for a bug in the source code. The software developers were instructed to think-out-loud and the
interviewer did not ask any questions. We coded ISM from the three interviews and removed all
ISM that were not directly related to the software system or that only appeared in one interview.
Hence, Table 1 shows the ISM that were present in at least two interviews.

Table 1
ISM in the context of software comprehension that were present in at least two interviews.

TARGET DOMAIN is SOURCE DOMAIN Example Expression
C# is CONTAINER ”. . .way of iterating collections in C#.”

EXECUTION SYSTEM is CONTAINER ”. . . is using it in .NET.”
PROGRAM is CONTAINER ”. . . problems in your application.”

PROGRAM CONTENT is on PATH ”. . . passed down from the constructor.”
ACTIVE PROGRAM is MOMENTUM ”Let’s run this and see . . . ”

SOURCE FILE is CONTAINER ”In the file, all I do . . . ”
CLASS is CONTAINER ”In this class . . . ”

EXECUTING METHOD is ENABLEMENT ”. . . anyone can call this method.”
USED CODE is IN, UNUSED CODE is OUT ”. . . comment out the benchmark.”

2.1.2. Language Documentation

The second data source is programming language documentation. As software developers work
closely with the actual technical implementation, the documentation might give additional
insights on the image-schematic structure of the target domain. As programming languages
consists of specific concepts and naming schemes, we expect resulting image schemas to
generally be in line with the ISM identified in the contextual interviews.

We analyzed the first chapter (eight pages) of the official Microsoft C# documentation "A tour
of the C# language" [35]. Table 2 shows the identified ISM.

Table 2
ISM in the context of software comprehension that were present in the language documentation.

TARGET DOMAIN is SOURCE DOMAIN Example Expression
C# is CONTAINER ”Here it is in C#.”

EXECUTION SYSTEM is SURFACE ”C# programs run on .NET . . . ”
PROGRAM is CONTAINER ”. . . at those points in the program.”

PROGRAM CONTENT is on PATH ”The program starts with a . . . ”
ACTIVE PROGRAM is MOMENTUM ”C# programs run on .NET . . . ”

SOURCE FILE is CONTAINER ”. . . can be stored in several source files.”
NAMESPACE is CONTAINER ” Namespaces contain types . . . ”.

TYPE is CONTAINER ” . . . types, which contain members . . . ”



3. Discussion

The described analysis seems to be capable of coding ISM from software developers’ subcon-
scious mental models. In relatively short interviews, we identified a number of ISM that were
present across multiple interviews. However, we did not identify ISM for all target domains
(e.g., Namespaces or Methods). This was probably due to the selected comprehension task and
the short interview duration. We are confident that we will be able to collect more ISM with
longer interviews and different comprehension tasks. As the first results suggest that most
software components could be mapped to the CONTAINER image schema, we might adjust our
methodology to focus more on ISM that describe relationships between the components. These
ISM could play a fundamental role for designing SoftVis, as they seem to be one of the key
distinctions between existing SoftVis metaphors. For example, the CENTER-PERIPHERY image
schema might suggest something similar to the solar system metaphor while the CONTACT
image schema might suggest something more similar to the city or island metaphor.

The proposed analysis also seemed capable of coding ISM from programming language
documentation. First results indicate that ISM coded from documentation mostly match ISM
coded from interviews. However, our small sample size already included one mismatching ISM.
The virtual execution system .NET — which is C#-specific — has a SURFACE image schema
in the documentation but a CONTAINER image schema in the interviews. While further ISM
coding of the documentation is needed, this highlights potential benefits of SoftVis tools that
are designed to match the mental model of the user [34]. ISM coded from documentation are
probably more in line with the mental model of the language designer (i.e., design model), while
the ISM coded from user interviews represent the user model, as described by Norman [36]. But
ISM coded from language documentation might still facilitate design decisions, e.g., by resolving
ambiguous ISM from user interviews that could not be resolved through additional interviews.

Once the list of ISM is more complete, it could help SoftVis designers to create visualization
metaphors that are more in line with software developers’ mental model. ISM could provide
guidance on choosing intuitive visualization metaphors and could help to enhance existing
SoftVis, e.g., by highlighting mismatching ISM. As SoftVis tools are generally used for mentally
demanding and time consuming comprehension tasks, even small optimizations could have
a significant impact on the user experience. However, further research is needed to measure
benefits of a SoftVis’ compliance with the user’s mental model.

4. Future Work

Our future work includes further exploration of our two data sources with the proposed analysis.
We will conduct more contextual interviews with software developers in different object-oriented
programming languages and will continue to analyze programming language documentations.
Additionally, we want to apply the identified ISM to SoftVis design. This includes creating
novel ISM-based SoftVis metaphors and evaluating existing conceptual metaphors based on
their compliance with the ISM of the target domain. Finally, we will evaluate ISM-based SoftVis
tools in regards to intuitive use and their ability to provide insights compared to traditionally
designed SoftVis.
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